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Race, Equity and Arbor Brothers

Arbor Brothers finds, funds and supports the
most promising early-stage education and
workforce development nonprofits in the
New York tri-state area.

Dear Donors, Supporters and Friends,

From Eric Garner to Baton Rouge to the rhetoric of
this election, race—and particularly racial justice—
has re-emerged as a topic of national concern. The
news has continuously served up painful reminders
that people of color are still subject to discrimination
and disproportionately denied access to opportunity.

We have been engaging with our board, grantees
and foundation peers to explore the role AB might
play in combatting these racial inequities within the
context of our mission to serve low-income families.
Though we’re still in planning mode (see right), one
promising idea we’re developing involves investing
specifically in leaders of color, which would both
counteract funding biases and put more change-
makers with first-hand knowledge of community
challenges in a position to craft and deliver solutions.

As always, we’ll endeavor to be substantive, candid
and brief. We look forward to hearing your
feedback!

Best,

Great, but What about Doing Something?

We are still working on it, but in the months ahead you should expect:

 A public commitment, including our beliefs and modus operandi
 A strategy to help build a deeper pipeline of leaders of color
 A plan to support grantees in promoting racial equity internally

What We’ve Been Reflecting On

No, clearly.  And this isn’t mission creep nor a strategy pivot.  This is 
about our collective recognition that in order to really get at the root 
causes of poverty we need to deploy our grantmaking resources with 
our country’s racial barriers and biases in mind.  

As selectors, funders and supporters of organizations, we have real 
power to help shape the future.  We want to build a just future in 
which every young person—regardless of race—has a fair shot.

To establish context for this work, we have been exploring issues of 
race with our board, learning from what grantees and other 
nonprofits are doing, and talking with philanthropic leaders at the 
forefront of this conversation.  Some topics addressed include:

 In what ways does institutional racism still exist?
 What is implicit bias? Do we unintentionally exhibit it?
 How is race playing out in education philanthropy circles today?

Wait, you’re going to overcome racism?

http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2014/06/the-case-for-reparations/361631/
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/04/upshot/the-measuring-sticks-of-racial-bias-.html?smprod=nytcore-iphone&smid=nytcore-iphone-share&abt=0002&abg=1&_r=1
http://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/us/2016/05/27/does-black-lives-matter-belong-in-education-reform-a-private-debate-bursts-into-public-view/#.V64Kr5grJhG


Local Site Dues

Donors often want to fund local program expenses, but
realizing economies of scale requires administrative
functions be centralized at a national headquarters.

This means that local sites must subsidize the cost of
running the national headquarters. The size of the “fee”
that local sites pay up to national in exchange for
supportive services is often contentious.

Most organizations settle on dues rates for established
sites of 10-20% (though we’ve seen as high as 50%!). We
recommend setting the dues as a percentage of local
expenses, not as a percentage of local revenue raised, as
that better aligns the financial incentives for local
leadership.

Decision Rights

Who sets a local site’s budget – the local leader or the
national CEO? Can local boards hire this leader or does
National make that call? As new sites launch and grow,
role ambiguity often creeps in between even the most
well-meaning leadership teams.

We work with grantees to outline a clear and equitable
decision-making structure before disagreements arise.
These guidelines can provide additional autonomy for
local Executive Directors and boards as they mature and
raise more money.

Every organization is different, but here is a sample
recommended breakdown of decision rights.
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Building Healthy Local Site / National Relations

AB works with grantees to tackle all sorts of strategic challenges. For example, when
organizations expand to new locations, tensions often arise between the home office and these
remote local sites. Here we share two recommendations for navigating this tricky dynamic:

http://goo.gl/IKG6SH
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Grantee  Spotlight:  CARA

Learn more at 
caranyc.org

CARA narrows the college access gap in under-
resourced high schools through a low-cost model
which trains and empowers staff, peers and recent
graduates to support first-generation students in
navigating the college process.

Overview

 Founded in 2011

 Budget: $850k 
(FY17)

 6 FTE

 CARA served 46 
high schools this past 
school year

Affordable and Effective

For about $50 per student per
year (partially covered by the
school) CARA helps improve
matriculation rates by 10-20%.

* Representative 3-year matriculation gains

Comprehensive Model

CARA empowers high schools to propel more
students to college by…

 Starting Early: Provide a college-access
curriculum in a credit-bearing class to every
student, every year.

 Deploying Peer Leaders: Train students and
recent grads to provide supervised college
search, application and matriculation support
to juniors and seniors.

 Building Permanent Capacity: Work with
school leadership to upgrade the guidance
office, train staff on curriculum, and build a
college-going culture that lasts beyond the
partnership.

http://caranyc.org/


Sammy Politziner (sammy@arborbrothers.org)
Scott Thomas (scott@arborbrothers.org)

Arbor Brothers, Inc.
www.arborbrothers.org
Twitter: @ArborBrothers

Please feel free to contact us 
for any additional 

information:

1. We’re Not in a Vacuum. We’re working with a grantee on a
major new facet of the program. Their board was initially
jazzed about the idea, but after the specifics were in place a
few months later, a member of the board suddenly developed
serious reservations. We should have advised our grantee to
bring key board members along throughout the process.

2. The Vision Thing. We recently connected with a seasoned
venture philanthropist who shared thoughtful observations
on AB. Though he immediately grasped our value
proposition, he also seemed uninspired by our relatively
small size and modest growth trajectory. We will reflect on
this input as we revisit our long-term vision during this year’s
strategic planning process.

3. Richard Avedon We Ain’t. After another spread of nearly
unusable event photographs, a donor suggested “maybe we
should just draw folks from memory.” Without professional
help, we may need to up the colored pencil budget.
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Reflecting Back, Looking Ahead

As with every young organization, we
are making some mistakes as we grow.
By acknowledging and reflecting upon
them, we hope to avoid making similar
oversights in the future.

We Blew It!
(lessons learned the hard way)

Grantees Up Close
In June, 35 members of the
AB family convened for a
panel discussion featuring
the leadership of early
childhood grantee Power of
Two. Thanks for hosting,
Cathy and Ed!

Current Arbor Brothers Portfolio

Upcoming Event: AB will be hosting site visit with first-year
grantee ScriptEd in the early fall (date TBD). Please let us
know if you’d like information about attending.

As you can tell from this
glorious panorama, AB
had a great time hosting a
BBQ for the staff of AB
alumni grantee Green City
Force!

mailto:sammy@arborbrothers.org
mailto:scott@arborbrothers.org
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